Hi, I’m Laurence Bellenguez, Sustainability Lead North America for the Accenture Oracle Business Group.

What does it mean to build a sustainable future? Sustainability is about doing good for business, our communities—and the planet as a whole. It’s about prospering while protecting our future for generations to come.

When it comes to building a sustainable future for clients, technology provides the enabling foundation to achieve environmental, social and corporate governance goals. It’s about “tech for good,” using technology-powered innovation in a responsible, flexible and resilient way.

Oracle is enabling integrated sustainability management—from reporting to operations to emerging technologies. And together, we’re helping clients become ethical, sustainable businesses through:

- **Journey to cloud** to reduce their IT carbon footprint,

- **Energy transition** to renewables—from the customer all the way to the grid, and

- A focus on building a responsible workforce as with our release of AWARE—Accenture’s Workplace Accountability Resource Experience—solution

Sustainable solutions are how we will continue to deliver value for our clients into the future.